KUCHING: UCSI University, Sarawak Campus has once again written another success story through their students' outstanding achievement. One of its students, Geraldine Chen Hui Ling, scored 3As in all her subjects in the recent Edexcel Advanced Level Examination. The achievement is the equivalent to getting straight A+s. Besides Chen, three others — Jong Wen Ling, Wong Boon Kai and Emilia Chan Siaw Chin — also scored excellent results. Chen said there was no secret behind her success. She noted that she focused on doing a lot of exercises at home in order to master her subjects. “Besides that, I always consulted my lecturers for clarification on subjects outside of class sessions. “All efforts are useless if we do not fully focus during our face-to-face sessions with our lecturers in the classroom,” she added. Centre for Pre-U Studies programme coordinator Mukvinder Sandhu said they aimed at making a substantial difference in their students' academic lives, especially in equipping them with skills and knowledge to thrive and excel in their undergraduate studies at university. Alumni of the centre can proceed to continue their degrees at UCSI University or move to any internationally recognised universities. Enrolment for May intake is now in progress. Details are obtainable from 082-455 255 or visit www.ucsiuniversity.edu.my